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What is an unsupervised representation?

A general goal: transform raw data into a new
space such that “similar” things are placed closer
and meanwhile the new space is not collapsed.



Where does “similarity” come from?
Three similarities: 

Spatial co-occurrence Temporal co-occurrence Euclidean neighborhoods

(Dumais, 2004)

(Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1986)
(Roweis and Lawrence, 2000)

(Tenenbaum, Silva and Langford, 2000)
(Wiskott and Sejnowski, 2002)

(Mikolov et al., 2012)…

I have never met a person who interestedis not in language



An unsupervised representation transform 
derived from neural and statistical principles

How to establish a minimalistic unsupervised 
representation?



(Barlow, 1981)

Neural principle: sparse coding

V1 is highly over-complete



Optimization:

Learned features

Neural principle: sparse coding

image neural
activities
(sparse)

features other
stuff
(noise)

(Olshausen and Field, 1996)

Sparse coding image model



Sparse encoding of a time-varying image

Original video Sparse coefficients Reconstruction



Sparse encoding of a time-varying image

Original video Sparse coefficients Reconstruction

But something is missing here: “similar” things
are not placed closer



(Roweis and Saul, 2000)
(Tenenbaum, Silva and Langford, 2000)

Manifold hypothesis

(Saul and Roweis, 2002)

Statistical principle: manifold learning



Natural signals can be highly nonlinear
Manifold interpolation
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Natural signals can be highly nonlinear
Manifold interpolation

Linear interpolation



Dictionary elements learned by sparse coding form 
a locally linear approximation to the manifold
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Dictionary elements learned by sparse coding form 
a locally linear approximation to the manifold



Sparse coefficients

Manifold embedding

Optimization:

SMT formulation

(Chen et al. NeurIPS’18)

Manifold embedding



Encoding of a natural video sequence

Image sequence

Sparse code Embedding

Reconstruction

(Chen et al. NeurIPS’18)



Let’s generalize the formulation a little bit

Temporal linearity 
(second-order derivative)

General linearity
(second-order derivative)

Similarity
(first-order derivative)

Spatial co-occurrence Temporal co-occurrence Euclidean neighborhoods

I have never met a person who interestedis not in language



Manifold embedding Graph embedding

Let’s generalize the formulation a little bit

Temporal linearity 
(second-order derivative)

General linearity
(second-order derivative)

Similarity
(first-order derivative)



Sensory signal neighborhood Representation neighborhood

Our goal: transform raw data into a new space such that similar things
are placed closer and meanwhile the new space is not collapsed.

The similarity is better reflected in the 
representation space



An illustration of the sparse manifold transform steps



Sparse coding tiles the data manifold and provides a support
in the data space.

An illustration of the sparse manifold transform steps



Spectral embedding establishes similarity on the support.

An illustration of the sparse manifold transform steps



1st embedding dim2nd embedding dim 3rd embedding dim

An illustration of the sparse manifold transform steps

Spectral embedding establishes similarity on the support. Each 
embedding dimension is a low-frequency function on the support.



Patch 
extraction

Nonlinear 
sparse feature

Normalization 
& aggregation

SMT representation for natural images 

Linear spectral 
embedding
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SMT representation for natural images 

Patch 
extraction

Nonlinear 
sparse feature

Normalization 
& aggregation

Linear spectral 
embedding



MNIST CIFAR10

SMT is a local distance manipulation



MNIST:

CIFAR10:

CIFAR100:

SMT: 
2 layers
1 training epoch

SMT representation for natural images 

Deep SSL: 
18 layers
1000 training epochs



(Tong et al., arXiv’23)

The convergence

Patch extraction

Patch extraction Sparsity + spectral embedding

Deep network

Normalization & aggregation

Normalization & aggregation

(Chen et al., arXiv’22)
(Bardes et al., ICLR’22)



Data distribution Sparse feature Spectral embedding

Main points

Unsupervised representation from neural and statistical principles
• Sparse coding tiles the data space and provides the support
• Spectral embedding establishes similarity and linearity on the support
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